Update and Overview through June 21, 2008
Preliminary History – wife (now ex‐wife) Jane Allyn Risberg complained that every man she’d ever
known was a womanizer and wanted a faithful husband. When I attended college she accused me of
seeing someone else. During power struggle arguments over money management she would
occasionally threaten to kill me and that she could do it in such a way that no one could figure it out.
She also had knowledge of poisons. She claimed that because she didn’t have a record, if it came to my
word against hers concerning anything, people would believe her over me. I know Jane has used poison
before and at least one relative knows, and some other people alive on the earth. I ask those people to
come forward, she is a danger to society. I now realize she boiled rat poison on the stove and watered
down my orange juice with it over an extended period of time until I started developing serious health
complications including spontaneous bruising.
When I remembered that hospital staff had tried to murder me at Deaconess, I told Jane that we had to
go to the authorities; which she discouraged; nor would she help me get an attorney. I now realize it
was because of her personal involvement in my attempted murder. When she lied to both police and
psychologists claiming I was assaultive, and she had betrayed me in that manner on top of not helping
me stop the criminals, I moved out of the main house bewildered. While we were still married and
while I was still so ill I couldn’t travel much or secure legal aid, Jane drained our bank accounts moved
out and started sleeping with many partners, including the police that I had reported there was a
conspiracy to commit my murder and to cover up the method by various medical practitioners in the
northwest and several hospitals.
She gave me gonorrhea (I still saw Jane and worked on our marriage until I realized her personal
involvement and to what degree in all of this) as a result of her promiscuity (to put it mildly) even
though she was denying sleeping with the police. When I prayed and God revealed to me that what had
happened was massive corruption (people are killed in hospitals for their organs and there are even
some black market profiting off cannibalism (upon those they claim were incinerated)) I had detailed
dreams that filled in all of what happened in reality. Jane had poisoned me (I have hair and urine
samples and an orange juice sample saved for toxicology forensics), the medical practitioners found this
out at Deaconess and Dr. Joy and Dr. Cruz partnered with Jane to murder me for $50,000 each of my life
insurance that Jane would get upon my death as well as control of the estate. The doctors had set up at
Deaconess organ transplant(s) from my “accidental” death. The Lord revealed to me that persons that
weren’t involved in the two homicide attempts at Deaconess came running into my rooms when the
alarms went off indicating heart failure and so the murderers were forced to revive me and is why I’ve
lived to tell of it. However, the incompatible blood transfusion has caused serious health issues and in
fact terminal short of a miracle from GOD, which I am expecting. My lab report, bone marrow x‐rays,
and current cellular morphology indicate they gave me the blood transfusion that they deny; so there is
scientific proof of the attempt on my life at Deaconess and the willful cover up across state lines of the
fact. (Regardless of whether or not you believe me concerning the greed motives of profiteering from
organ transplants of those they murder)

The Lord also revealed to me that Lehman and another cop (Scully?) went over to Jane’s new residence
before I regained enough memory and cognitive skills to put it all together, and threatened to kill me if
she didn’t have sex with them. (This occurred after I had notified these authorities of the conspiracy on
my life). Jane, saw this as a great way to cover up her crimes and get her amnesty, should an
investigation turn up the truth; so she readily agreed. This turned into entire groups of corrupt
authorities having orgies at my expense and while letting the murderers go free. She manipulated
Knaggs to tell Joy and Cruz to back off on attempting to collect the $50,000 ea. bribing him at the time
and Lehman (because of how close to death I was) with their share of the life insurance instead. Knaggs
and Jane’s mutual depraved alliance evolved to mutually benefit one another by Knaggs enabling a
criminal that should be in prison, to remain free and defraud me out of the best of our personal and real
properties, while I was too ill and too limited in resources to defend myself in court. All during that time
I was attempting to be able to testify and present evidence of these allegations in a Ten Trillion Dollar
suit against this much government corruption. The reason for that was that the local police rapists,
were getting help from federal Patriot act and agents. I went to the FBI suspecting that at least a small
criminal element was there because federal agents had been helping cover all this up and lying to local
persons I had done business with or tried to tell a portion of these crimes to. When I went there I was
insulted and threatened with incarceration for attempting to submit evidence proving my allegations.
My revelations from GOD, some call esp, some call psychic abilities, some call remote viewing like what
happened on Feb 11, 2007 when the LORD told me by the Holy Ghost to get up (even though I was so ill
I could barely move and drive to go see Jane because she was about to make a terrible decision) and as I
drove I saw cops and agents all involved. Some agents were trying to call to get the cops out of Jane’s
house and tell them I was coming and some drove to get over there because they were naked and not
answering the phone. When I arrived two cops were in the house with Jane but no one answered the
door and Jane’s truck had been driven to a neighbor’s house (she later lied and claimed to be in Coeur
d’Alene.) I took images of the fresh tracks in the slush with the rain coming down proving she was lying
and other vehicles had just been at the house and speedily drove away. As I was pulling up the cop with
the big head and red hair of Sandpoint PD sneeringly was driving away in his truck. I could see the cops
inside had their guns drawn and could “psychically” or “telepathically” hear them saying they couldn’t
afford to get caught cause their wives would divorce them and were prepared to kill me on site and
make up some story about it. Jane is such a psychopath herself she later boasted of the event at a
restaurant in front of mutual colleague. (but did it in a way as if she were jesting about it) she said in
front of the colleague “I have a confession to make…” …”one day Michael caught me having sex with
two men…” and then shifted to some meaningless conversation. This all took place after I had told the
police about the attempted homicides (conspiracy to commit and cover‐up attempted homicide) and
while we were still married. Many cops in Sandpoint and Bonner County and as far as Spokane County
have participated in this cover‐up and sexual‐liaison with my now ex‐wife but I have yet to be able to get
an honest investigation to this massive corruption. The horrible thing is I met two men over 15 years
ago that were incarcerated on false charges due to this type of police corruption of conspiring with
criminal wives for sex (and then one of them marries up to rob the innocent man’s estate and get them
imprisoned on false charges while the wife falsely accuses the victim in order to get them convicted);
thus the real criminal, the wife, skates with the estate with the corrupt law who forces them to have

group sex with their buddies in crime in order for them not to be arrested. So this is a definite problem
with sex offenders in law enforcement that surpasses just these local authorities. Not only have the
police falsified allegations against me to cover up their own heinous participation in these extreme
crimes, but I have been aware of federal participation as one time when Jane and I were visiting an
aquarium place an officer came in and once again I could hear that it had been put out that I was the
danger to society by all these corrupt officials in order to cover up THEIR crimes! Since this was in
Washington it meant the false accusations traversed two states meaning feds were involved in the false
allegations. In addition, a time when I went to WA because some of mail was coming back undelivered
and incorrectly processed (in other words my US mail was being intercepted and tampered with
showing federal agent(s) interference) All of these people belong in prison; they are an extreme danger
to society. Americans are in danger far more from our own government than from any foreign nation
because they have stripped away our Constitutional Rights and through abuse of the Patriot Act and
technology have an entire criminal element of seizing personal possessions by preying upon citizens in
this manner and most citizens are too busy or too naïve to believe this type of serious corruption could
exist. It does not make you or your family safer to ignore the evidence. All citizens must unite against
government corruption right now because not just your rights are in jeopardy but your very lives! Mass
nationwide strikes (everything stops) until the arrests of these criminals and national health care
(supervised) is implemented. Do you realize we have cameras in fast food joints and markets, almost
everywhere in society but when people are at their most vulnerable (in hospitals) no such accountability
exists. We must have recorded medical procedures to prevent this type of greed induced murders from
becoming more epidemic than they are already.
I notified the entire chain of command of the executive, legislative and judicial branches of the United
States and all the while authorities have worked against me to discredit, frame or ignore me. Well, if I
missed anyone now I’m going to petition them all publicly; so citizens can be safe from such incredible
evil. Most recently a federal judge issued an order to dismiss based on false allegation of improper
service of the defendants. While many were mailed because I could not afford legal counsel and only
afford to hire legal process servers for some of the local criminals or deliver in person, they all received
the complaint and many filed motions to dismiss in order to leave mass corruption as the status quo,
such as the corrupt practice of billing people basic fees for utilities and telecom services even if there is
no use whatsoever. (This was achieved by lobbyists, that is, bribers giving bribes to accepting corrupt
politicians and law makers) People need to take this seriously, some medical practitioners have
arbitrarily denied medical service, meaning the government is allowing medical professionals to tend to
the health of some citizens while arbitrarily leaving others in agonizing pain and to die. If citizens don’t
realize that is the highest violations of our Civil Rights, then we are all in grave danger. I was denied
medical care on several occasions for no reason; I was a paying patient.
Furthermore, I am facing a battle against ignorance and incompetence in the medical field and publicly.
For example, when I attempt to tell the truth to a Voc‐Rehab specialist (just a portion), her education in
psychology automatically leads her to believe I’m suffering from a mental condition rather than that I’m
telling objective truth. Her ignorance and the public’s of “Wilson’s Disease” is not their fault, but it is the
governments! The medical industry and public absolutely should know about the leading genetic link to

all serious ailments and how much suffering an incompatible blood transfusion can cause. (most die so
not a lot of survivors to publicize the agony involved that I’m enduring). Furthermore, I’m coming
against willful disbelief because it leaves the general public in such tremendous helplessness and danger
if the authorities become gangs of armed and dangerous criminals of sex offenders, conspirators to
commit estate theft, conspirators to commit homicide and even the higher authorities help mass
murderers in hospitals get away with their crimes (like what CNN reported during Katrina). After having
done everything a citizen is supposed to do and knowing that ignorance is endangering my liberty as
persons attempt to get me committed based on their limited knowledge of abnormal psychology and
lack of knowledge of the facts (that I have been systematically denied from presenting) because the
corruption is massive and “population control” is in practice by eugenically minded leaders; including
keeping the public in ignorance of “Wilson’s Disease”, I must appeal to the highest authorities now
publicly and to the public themselves. If this kind of corruption goes unchecked our society will crumble
and anarchy will eventually result, law and order must be maintained.
I considered all my options, I thought about fleeing and trying to pretend this didn’t happen, but it
doesn’t make my life or anyone else’s any safer and I couldn’t live with myself due to my conscience
before GOD. I thought about handling it violently, in order to save other citizens from torture and
death, but the more I looked into why I couldn’t obtain an honest investigation and all the events
occurring nationally and globally all tracing to massive corruption, I realized that violence would be like
attempting to eliminate a swarm of mosquitoes by swatting at them with a toothpick. I have
determined the only way I can really make a difference is to attempt to warn unsuspecting citizens of
what is going on and to ask those citizens that if they are serious about getting rid of mass corruption
throughout our nation, then assist me by electing me as president of the United States. Even though I’m
physically very ill, I know how to implement quality national health care and education for all citizens
and how to clean up the corruption and reinstate the U.S. Constitution and civil rights with the
cooperation of American citizens. I would never accept a bribe or sell out the public and proper
leadership knows that they must give an account to GOD for how they serve the public in such a great
position of trust. I know how to at least begin the repair of international relations and how to wean us
off petroleum. In fact, by GOD’s grace I have knowledge on how to address a huge amount of concerns,
including unemployment and rising homelessness, and prevent the trend to enslavement and death of
the masses now underway by greedy elitists that are eugenically minded as my evidence proves.
Yes, I now openly request that any and all righteous authorities left in the states to help me arrest the
criminals that have spread throughout our glorious country and I call for legal firms to help me not only
see the criminals confined but that monetary reparations can be made to the large quantities of victims
from the domestic traitors and criminals within our governing authorities of all branches. In the
meantime I warn all citizens to arm themselves and armor themselves and defend themselves against
the criminals now in uniform and suits that are at large operating in offices of the highest public trust.
That is, do not be intimidated by lying public officials and do not open your houses to them, until the
corruption is addressed in this nation. Many of the sex offenders who “trained” Jane, because they
knew she couldn’t report them (because they were covering up her crimes in the process) are married
and some have children but they did this in order to destroy my life and set up one of their buddies with

my estate and now ex‐wife, while letting murderers go free that I had attempted to save the unwary
public from. (As such, they must be imprisoned and may GOD provide for their families they leave
behind) Even if I was healthy, I simply could not save citizens from these criminals by violence, there are
too many and they cross state lines. In addition, the problem is so large scale due to improper
education through our institutions and the myth of evolutionary based fascist theology (the
metaphysical faith based “theory of evolution” has never been scientifically proven whereas the
existence of GOD, the GOD of the Holy Bible, has been scientifically, legally, reasonably and logically
proven, but that is another reason for all the corruption (the public are kept in ignorance of that fact))
that the best way to address this is to get into a position where I can make a real difference. Elect me as
president and I will labor to dramatically improve quality of life for all citizens and incarcerate some of
the worst criminals in history such as doctors and law enforcement violating the undeserved trust we
give them with our very lives.
I want honest authorities to know that there is no greater danger to their personal safety than criminals
wearing the same uniform they are, because it puts civilians in the extreme position of feeling so
threatened by corruption as to have to consider violence and we have no way of discerning “good cops”
from “bad cops”; if you will not arrest the corruption in your own ranks. Please help me ensure your
safety by allowing me to present the evidence proving my allegations and clean up your municipalities,
states and federal agencies.
Let’s keep the United States the” Land of the Free and the Home of the Brave”, instead of those who
want to be and home of slaves!
Thank you

